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DISCLAIMER: The authors of this eBook / developers of the LetTheChipsFall.com website, (Bob & Bill,) 
have no involvement with any of the folks at Facebook, PlayStudios, MyVegas or MGM Resorts, other 
than as customers. 

We have not received, nor do we expect to receive, any form of compensation, either in cash, or in kind, 
from the above-mentioned parties*.   

We hope that those same parties will understand that our love for their respective products has driven us 
to produce this eBook, with the hope that any hints, tips or tricks we share, may help others to better 
enjoy the MyVegas and Viva MyVegas games, and through that, possibly have a better experience in 
Las Vegas.  There is no intent to claim any images, characters, games or intellectual content as our own 
property. 

We do not advocate gambling or online betting, and suggest that each individual should be aware of 
compulsive or addictive behaviors… It isn’t our saying, but we believe it:   

“Know your limit, and play within it.” 

Have fun!!! 

Bob  

* Beyond the normal benefits offered to EVERYONE for playing the MyVegas Facebook game.   

 

 

Chapter 1 - WHAT IS MyVEGAS 

MyVegas is a game played online, using Facebook, designed by PlayStudios, based on MGM Resort 
Properties, that takes place on a virtual Las Vegas Strip that, as you progress through the various Las 
Vegas style games, you help build. 

During game play, you accumulate Loyalty Points, which you can redeem towards real-life MGM Resort 
rewards. 

There is no cost to join Facebook or try MyVegas. 

The game uses Flash to power the fancy graphics, so it will not run on devices that do not support Flash. 
(For example, it will not work on iPads.) 

 

  



 

 

Chapter 2 – BEGINNING TO PLAY MyVEGAS 

To begin playing MyVegas, you must first have a Facebook account.  This is free, and you can sign up 
online at http://www.facebook.com  

Once you have a Facebook account, it is best to go to the MyVegas App page, by using the Facebook 

search bar.  You can find this page at http://www.Facebook.com/MyVegas.  Click the LIKE button.   

Then you click on the PLAY GAME Button, next to the LIKE button, and you are taken to the Game, 
itself.  A pop-up window appears to confirm you want to play the game.  Click PLAY GAME to continue.  

The object is to play Vegas-style games with Chips, in order to gain Experience Points (XP Points) and 
Loyalty Points. 

An intro screen (and music) starts you off (so don’t be playing this at work, or everyone will know it!)   

To turn off the music and sounds, the menu is at the bottom right hand of the game screen.  The three 
icons are (top to bottom) sound, music and full screen option.  If they are a dark colour, they have been 
turned off, but the default is for sound and music to be on. 

The first screen to come up is the “Let’s Get Started…” screen… (shown below)  Click PLAY on the 
Excalibur Slot Game in the highlighted circle.  This is the only game available to you when you first start.   

 

Once you click PLAY, the Excalibur Slot game will load, and again the Princess will indicate some of the 
basic elements of the game, with the help of a moving star.  For instance, in the image below, the star 
indicates how to start playing by making your first bet. (PLAY 60 chips).  

http://www.facebook.com/
http://www.facebook.com/MyVegas


 

 

 

Pretty soon, the tutorial runs its course, and you are on your own.  Just keep pressing the PLAY 60 
button, until you Level Up, and get the opportunity to increase your bet to 150 Chips. 

Here is a picture of a regular game screen: 

 



 

 

On the top left is a menu where you can look at the REWARDS, select different GAMES (as you 
progress through different Levels), or invite and send gifts to Friends (under the MORE menu.) 

On the top in the middle, is an angled colored block, with a number in the middle.  This is the MyVegas 
Level you are currently playing.  The example above shows Level 115.  Directly beside that indicator, is 
the Experience Points (XP Points) you have collected, and the number of XP Points to get to the next 
Level.  (In the above example, I have collected (played) 68,495,656 XP Points, and will get to Level 116, 
once I reach 69,400,000.)  If I move my mouse over this item on the screen, a pop-up window tells me I 
have 904,344 XP Points to the next Level, and if I click, I can see what awards I receive for getting to the 
next Level (or “Leveling Up”.)   

On the top right of the screen, are two icons: a Red Coin and a Gold Coin, with numbers beside each.  
The Red Coin indicates the number of Chips you have.  The Gold Coin indicates the number of Loyalty 
Points you have. 

So, what do these things mean? 

Games are played with Chips you bet.  You build Resort Properties and collect Chips.  When you get 
notices by email and on your Facebook wall, from MyVegas, often they have a link you can click for free 
Chips.  Chips allow you to play and advance in the game. (See Chapter 4 for all the ways to earn and 
collect Chips.) 

As you bet Chips (red coins), you collect XP Points, which measure your progress through the game and 
game levels.  (There are different game options, games, and Resort Properties added at different levels.)  

You can control the amount of your wager by using the “-” and “+” signs on either side of the Bet Box.  

 

You also gather Loyalty Points (gold coins), which are the “points” that count towards getting real-life Las 
Vegas rewards: drinks, meals, hotel rooms, tickets to shows and more. 

When you first start playing MyVegas, you can only play the Excalibur 5-reel slot game (pictured above.)  
When you start, the only option is to play a single spin at a time for 60 Chips, by pressing the PLAY 60 
button, located in the lower right portion of the game.  As you repeatedly do this, you will see the XP 
Points at the top increase and the Loyalty Point Progress Meter (on the lower left corner of the game) 
start to fill with Gold Coins.  When it is full, the Loyalty Point chips fly up to the top right Loyalty Point 
counter (gold coins), and increase your total by 10.  

Just like in Las Vegas, in MyVegas, each person plays as an individual.  You cannot share the XP Points 
or Loyalty Points you have collected with another person. But you can invite and reward your friends to 
also play MyVegas. When I connect with Facebook friends who are playing MyVegas, I can send them a 
daily Bonus of 50 Chips and 5 Loyalty Points. 

Once you have played enough to gain “access” to the MyVegas Strip at the bottom of the window, under 
the game screen, once you connect with Facebook friends, you will see a series of icons. (Please see 
the following image.)  



 

 

These are some of my friends who play MyVegas.  You can see they are “ranked” from the highest game 
Level achieved, on the left, to the lowest on the right… non-playing friends are shown after that. 

 

You can also find any other Facebook friends who are already playing MyVegas, which you haven’t yet 
connected with:  Click on the MORE pull-down menu at the top left bar (REWARDS, GAMES, MORE), 
and select INVITE FRIENDS… in the window, that pops up, click on MyVEGAS PLAYERS, and invite 
those friends that you haven’t connected with, to share Chips with you. (You get 100 Chips for every 
friend that accepts your invite, on top of the daily Chips you can send each other.) 

 

Chapter 3 – MyVEGAS SHARING & PRIVACY ON FACEBOOK 

I don’t presume to know what your relationship is with your online community and friends.  I DO know, 
however, that at the beginning of playing MyVegas, there are a lot of notifications that are sent out, as 
you Level Up and get Bonuses - unless you change the way MyVegas sends out notifications and posts 
updates to your Facebook wall.   

Facebook seems to “tweak” their settings and interface options almost weekly, (I joke, kinda) but here is 
how to change the options for MyVegas, currently. (Make sure you have already completed one spin of 
the reels, first): 

1) Click on the gear icon at the top, on the right hand side, next to your Facebook picture and name, 
in order to access the pull down menu. 

2) Click on PRIVACY SETTINGS 
3) In the menu that comes up on the left of the screen, click on APPS 
4) If MyVEGAS SLOTS is showing in the list, click EDIT beside it.  Otherwise click SHOW ALL 

APPS, and click EDIT beside MyVEGAS SLOTS  
5) Change the settings to what you feel comfortable with (my choices are shown below) 
6) Click CLOSE to save any changes, and click on the HOME link at the top to go back to your 

timeline 

 



 

 

The settings I chose are: 

- Visibility of App – ONLY ME 
- When to notify me - NEVER  

I chose these because I don’t want any notifications being posted on my Facebook Wall, without my 
approval… but you can choose whatever Facebook privacy settings you are comfortable with. 

Because you already LIKED the MyVegas Facebook Page, you WILL get notices on your timeline, when 
new games, Bonuses or free Chips become available.  

But this doesn’t mean that when you Level Up… complete a Bonus Round… get a big Chip Win… or 
build a new Resort Property, you won’t have to UNCHECK the “Share With Friends” checkbox, as shown 
below. 

 

Again, how much, or how little of your game activity you share, is up to you.  (Personally, if I NEVER see 
another Farmville notice, I’ll be just fine.) 

You don’t ever have to pay a penny to play MyVegas, although, as you run low on chips, and the game 

progresses, the option to buy chips is frequently presented.  But, if you just wait a few hours, you can 

come back, visit your MyVegas Strip, and collect the free chips, to begin playing again.   

To quit playing, you can simply close your Facebook window (wait until any winnings have been 

collected) or if you want to quit playing but not close Facebook, click on the HOME link, to go to your 

timeline. 



 

 

To begin playing later, or to collect Chips, log in to Facebook.  On the left side of your timeline should be 

a list of APPS.  You should see MyVEGAS SLOTS listed.  Click on it to open it. 

Then, after the game finishes loading, a few screens may pop up, telling you about special promotions 

and offering deals on buying Chips.  There is usually a red X in the top right corner to close each 

window, or a menu option at the bottom of the pop-up window.  Then you collect your chips from your 

MyVegas Strip, and select a game to play. 

 

Chapter 4 – Getting Chips 

When you first start playing MyVegas, for the first few rounds, if you run out of Chips, they are 

“magically” replenished.  This (sadly) doesn’t continue past the first few levels.  Once you have built your 

first Resort Property, you are on your own, and have to collect and maintain your own stack of Chips, in 

order to keep playing.  Here are a few different ways to maximize your Chip stack: 

- LIKE the MyVegas App page, so that you are notified of Specials, Events and Free Chip Bonuses. 

- Log in to play every day. (This will increase the multiplier on your Bonus Spin.) 

- Check which Facebook Friends are currently playing MyVegas and “Send Gifts” as frequently as 

possible.  (The more Friends, the higher your Bonus.) 

- Keep going and building MyVegas Resort Properties. 

- Log in, and collect Chips from your completed MyVegas Resorts, frequently. 

- Or, you can buy Chips using Facebook Credits or a Credit Card. 

 

Chapter 5 – BUILDING MyVEGAS RESORT PROPERTIES 

The first few Levels of the MyVegas game are easy to progress through, and you can very quickly 
proceed through, and build your first four MGM Resort Properties: Monte Carlo, Circus Circus, New York 
New York and the Mirage.   

Having a MyVegas “V” symbol show up on the screen, starts you collecting the various architectural 
elements to build your own MyVegas virtual Las Vegas Strip.  

 

The first Hotel Resort you build is the Monte Carlo. 

  



 

 

Every time you see a “V” symbol come up during a Slot spin, the game gathers and collects for you, the 
various elements of the MGM Resort Properties.  For the Monte Carlo, these elements are: the marquee, 
porte cochere, street lamp, pool, volley ball court, diablo and tower building elements, in order to 
complete the Hotel Resort, as shown in the image on the next page: 

 

Once you have collected all the pieces, you get to go ahead and build your first Resort… which you can 
then visit, after certain time intervals, to collect free Chips.   

As you progress to building the various Resort Properties, more “V” symbols are required to complete 
each phase of construction. 

Once you have access to your MyVegas Strip, you can collect Chips at regular intervals, from the MGM 
Resort Properties you have built (as well as a few other venues: a Wedding Chapel, Helicopter Tour 
Company and Black Jax Mini Mall). The times between Chip collections vary, depending on the Resort 
Property… but as with the REAL Las Vegas, time seems to fly by. 



 

 

 

In the above example, you would “click and pull” yourself around, using mouse. 

 

When you see an icon with a Red Chip and Gold Loyalty Point Chip, and you position your mouse over 
it, it changes to the “Click to Collect” icon, and upon clicking on it, you will receive varying amounts of 
Chips or Loyalty Points, depending upon what Resort Property it is, and how lucky you are at that 
moment.  (As shown in the above image.) 

 

If you are too early, there won’t be a Chip/Loyalty Points icon, but when you mouse over the Property, it 
will show a banner, (like the one above) indicating the amount of time until Chips can be collected.   

As you progress through the Levels in MyVegas, you get to play different games, use increasingly bigger 
multiple spins, and build more MGM Resort Properties.  As you continue to build the different Casinos, 
the newer Properties will give increasingly higher Chip rewards. (And you will need a bigger stack of 
Chips, as you progress into higher Levels, where there are larger gaps between Levels and Property 
bonuses.)  However, the time interval increases, along with the Chip value, so you can’t collect from the 
MGM Grand (for example) as often as you can from the Monte Carlo. 



 

 

On the LetTheChipsFall.com website, we have worked to compile a list of when the different Resort 
Properties, Bonuses and Games become available:   

http://LetTheChipsFall.com/levels-bonuses/  

.  

Chapter 6 – MyVEGAS GAMES 

There are currently ten games available to play on MyVegas. 

Nine are slot games, of various themes, and the other is a card game, Black Jack. 

The themes of the MyVegas games are varied… just like the real-life MGM Resort Properties. 

 The Excalibur slot game is based on knights, and climbing a castle tower to reach the princess. 

 The Lost in Time slot game is based on a Jules Verne treasure hunt. 

 The Luxor slot game is based around the mystical characters of ancient Egypt. 

 Bet The Farm slot game pits a family of farmers against the elements, while trying to grow their 

crops and build their farm. 

 New York New York slot game is based on that same family of farmers trying to navigate the 

streets of New York City. 

 Around The World In 80 Plays is a slot game based on Jules Verne’s adventure novel “Around 

The World In 80 Days.” 

 Studio City slot game is developed around the theme of a Hollywood blockbuster, with bonuses 

based on script, actor, actress and Award season. 

 Lucky Birds slot game finds a variety of wacky birds living in a paradise with sneaky foxes.  You 

pick randomly-placed magic eggs, for the Bonus game. 

 The Mirage slot game is based on the animals in the Mirage Secret Garden & Dolphin Habitat.  

 Black Jack is the familiar card game, based on trying to get closer than the dealer to a total card 

count of 21, without going over. (Accessed through the TABLE GAMES option on the Games 

menu) 

  

http://letthechipsfall.com/
http://letthechipsfall.com/levels-bonuses/


 

 

As new games are developed and introduced, or special occasions occur, there are sometimes special 

bonuses… (For instance: during Oscar weekend, the Studio City slot game rewarded players with double 

XP Points… when the Luxor slot game was introduced, it also gave players double XP Points for the 

weekend… and on St. Patrick’s Day, they offered double XP Points all weekend.  Just a few reasons to 

make sure to LIKE the MyVegas Facebook page, to make sure you are aware of these bonuses, so you 

can take full advantage of them!) 

On the LetTheChipsFall.com website, we have worked to compile a list of when the different Resort 
Properties, Bonuses and Games become available:   

http://LetTheChipsFall.com/levels-bonuses/  

 

Chapter 7 – MyVEGAS LEVEL BONUSES 

As you progress through the Levels, you are offered the opportunity to bet more Chips per spin, and the 
opportunity to make multiple spins. (10x, 25x, 50x, etc.)   

The combination of these allows players to TRY* to better manage some of the longer stretches between 
Bonuses and more Chips being available, to make strategic choices about fewer, larger bets vs. more, 
smaller bets. 

* MyVegas is, after all, a game of chance. Sometimes the luck runs with you, and other times… 

On the LetTheChipsFall.com website, we have worked to compile a list of when the different Resort 
Properties, Bonuses and Games become available:   

http://LetTheChipsFall.com/levels-bonuses/  

 

Chapter 8 – REDEEMING MyVEGAS REWARDS 

When you first start playing MyVegas, it is a good idea to take a look at the Rewards menu, to see the 
relative “value” of the different Reward options (and occasionally review, to find any new additions.) 

You can do this by clicking on the REWARDS link at the top left edge of the Game screen. 

The policy regarding redemption has changed and been reviewed a few times, so it is always a good 
idea to look on the PlayStudios redemption pages for updates.  At the time of writing, the most recent 
changes limit any player’s redemptions to a maximum of three in any 30 day period, and limit the 
advance booking to 90 days. 

  

http://letthechipsfall.com/
http://letthechipsfall.com/levels-bonuses/
http://letthechipsfall.com/
http://letthechipsfall.com/levels-bonuses/


 

 

Here are the two latest MyVegas redemption policy updates (as of the writing of this): 

New Rewards Policy Update - January 18, 2013 

Buster from myVEGAS Jan 18 • Players Forum / Terms and Conditions  

This update provides additional clarification on the new policy, and now includes an exemption 
for all rewards that were booked prior to the announcement of this change on January 16. So if 
you made a reservation or have redeemed a reward and have an email with a code to take to an 
M life booth, your rewards will be exempt and you may use them as originally planned.  

1. All rewards purchased prior to January 16 will be honored without restriction up to the 90-day 
expiration date that was originally communicated. 

2. Rewards purchased on or after January 16 are subject to the limitation of 3 maximum redemptions 
within a rolling 30-day period. 

3. The 30-day rolling period will start being enforced for redemptions completed from March 1 
onward. 

4. Playstudios reserves the right to exempt certain players from this restriction based upon our own 
evaluation of that specific player's loyalty. 

5. A system solution to enforcing these rules will be in place by March 1, and will provide clarity to 
both players and MGM csr's as to an individual player's status with respect to the above policies. 

Changes to Rewards Redemption Policy - Effective March 1, 2013 

Buster from myVEGAS Jan 16 • Players Forum / Terms and Conditions  

As you know, myVEGAS is a lot like the real city - it’s constantly evolving. In every case, we hope 
that new features, games and rewards enhance the overall experience for everyone. However, on 
occasion we need to make changes in the interest of preserving the overall integrity and long-
term viability of our program.  

Beginning March 1, we'll begin limiting reward redemptions to no more than three in any 30-day 
period. The spirit of the Rewards program has always been to give players real world benefits and 
encourage them to enjoy a variety of activities once they get to Las Vegas. It was never intended 
to fully subsidize their Las Vegas vacations.   

Keep in mind, there is no restriction on the type or value of the three rewards, just the number. 
That means players can enjoy a free room, a wonderful dinner, and tickets to a show all within a 
single trip. For most, this is a substantial benefit. In addition, we’ll be adding more rewards from 
a collection of exciting new partners and outlets, further expanding these benefits.  

I’m sure that any further updates will be posted at:  

http://support.myvegas.com/forums/21706148-Terms-and-Conditions  

 

http://support.myvegas.com/forums/21706148-Terms-and-Conditions


 

 

As far as redeeming for rewards, I would encourage everyone who plays MyVegas to sign up for the 
MLife program.  Although the MLife Program and MyVegas game are run by different companies… they 
are partners.  Worse case, if you sign up… they send you information about an offer that you don’t use... 
but the MLife emails usually have links for free MyVegas Chips!  So, sign up at: https://www.mlife.com/   
(Plus you will need to be a member of the MLife Players Club, in order to eventually redeem your 
rewards in Las Vegas, anyway.) 

Once you have your travel plans set, and know you are within the 90 day rewards window, you go the 
REWARDS menu (indicated by the red arrow in the image that follows.)  This opens up the Rewards 
window.  You can then sort the various rewards by MGM Resort Properties, Loyalty Point value or 
reward category. 

Some rewards have daily limits, and (as I took the screen capture of the Rewards menu late at night) 
some of the items have sold out for the day. 

Anecdotal online chatter indicates that it is easier to book rewards earlier in the day… and, it only makes 
sense, as the day goes on, that limited quantity items would “run out.” 

 

 

To redeem Loyalty Points for a reward, simply click on the green button under the desired reward.  
Another screen will open, with instructions on how to reserve that selected reward.  You may have to 
give your name and email address (as well as agreeing to Terms and Conditions) before going ahead. 

Your reward is then reserved for you.  There will be different redemption instructions (depending on the 
reward) and it is important to read them carefully to make sure you understand how to complete the 
process.   

  

https://www.mlife.com/


 

 

(For example, redeeming Loyalty Points for two Cirque du Soleil LOVE tickets, doesn’t book you the 
seats at a specific performance… for that, you have to contact the Resort Property, and talk to the Box 
Office.) 

Once you have completed the reward reservation process, you will be given a Redemption Confirmation 
Number.  (You can also find the Confirmation Numbers for all completed transactions by clicking the “My 
Purchases” link on the top right corner of the REWARDS screen. 

If you have any questions or concerns, there is information available in the SUPPORT section of 
MyVegas (The link is right below the “Elvis” Add Friends button, at the bottom of the game screen.)  If the 
FAQs don’t answer your questions, you can always ask the support team, via the FEEDBACK FORM. 
(Found in the same spot, via the SUPPORT link.) 

The URL for the MyVegas Help Center is:  http://myvegas.zendesk.com/home  

 

 

Chapter 9 – VIVA MyVEGAS? 

Viva MyVegas is a companion game to MyVegas… but is a real-life scavenger hunt.  The game is played 
at the various real-life MGM Resort Properties, as well as on the Viva MyVegas Facebook page.  In order 
to participate, you need an Apple device: iPad, iTouch or iPhone.  There is a free Viva MyVegas app, 
which, once you download, will scan any Viva MyVegas QR Codes you find (either at the MGM 
Properties, or on the Viva MyVegas Facebook page) and you can collect prizes. 

Click here to go to the iTunes Store, for the free app:  

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/viva-myvegas/id547331661?ls=1&mt=8 

For those unfamiliar with what a QR Code looks like, here is an example: 

 

http://myvegas.zendesk.com/home
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/viva-myvegas/id547331661?ls=1&mt=8


 

 

When I was in Las Vegas, last Spring, they had just started putting these out, and they had them at four 
locations (that I could find) in the Mirage Hotel and Casino.  You could redeem them for various real-life 
Las Vegas rewards.  The on-line Facebook QR Codes have an opportunity to win varying amounts of 
MyVegas Chips or Loyalty Points. 

 

 

Chapter 10 – HELP !!! 

Again, we have only written this as an advice guide, because we are fans of the MyVegas and Viva 
MyVegas games. (Check the full disclaimer before Chapter 1.) 

Should you run into technical difficulty, have an issue, a question or a suggestion to improve the game; 
the folks at PlayStudios are ready and willing to help. 

At the bottom right of the game screen (under the ADD FRIENDS icon) is a SUPPORT link that opens a 
new window, with some FAQs (Frequently Asked Questions) as well as more info about the MyVegas 
game, Rewards and the various MyVegas Games.  There is also a link to a Support / Feedback form 
(which is a little unwieldy, as you don’t see the whole form and have to scroll through.) 

But the folks working behind the scenes are helpful, and, in my experience, always get back to you as 
soon as they can. 

This can all be found at:  http://support.myvegas.com/home 

http://support.myvegas.com/home


 

 

 

Hope you have found this helpful. 

Thanks for taking the time to read this guide, and maybe we’ll see each other in Vegas !!! 

Good luck !!!  

Cheers, 

Bob Gray 

BobSongs Creative Media 

www.BobSongs.com 

 

 

   
 

http://www.bobsongs.com/

